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Corporate Bonds in the Time of the Coronavirus – What story
does the data tell us?
The last week of February 2020 was a reminder that markets can and will go negative. Courtesy of
the Coronavirus, global financial markets saw a "prolonged correction" in every major equity market:
•
•
•

The S&P 500 had its worst week since 2008 (US - NY TIMES)
The pan-European Stoxx 600 lost 12.7%...the worst since October 2008 (EU - CNBC)
Both the Shenzhen composite and Shenzhen component dropped nearly 5% on Friday (Asia CNBC)

I had the honor of being invited to speak about the impact of the Coronavirus on the Yahoo!
Finance news broadcast on Friday. As I watched the show before my segment, they kept flashing
real-time updates of the carnage in equity markets, but not a single piece of information existed on
corporate bonds. Not a profound observation in the least, but it still amazes me because the US
corporate bond market is bigger and arguably more important than the stock market.
Luckily, we (BondCliQ) have the transaction data (TRACE), so our February blog post is dedicated to
re-telling the story of last week, in data (and pictures).

Nobody Move, Nobody Gets Hurt
The beginning of 2020 set a record pace for new issuance:
Corporations rushed to sell $69 billion in investment grade debt this week, the second-highest amount
ever in a one week period, according to BofA Securities.
Companies Issue HG Debt at one of the Fastest Paces Ever This Week – CNBC, January 10th, 2020

By the middle of last week, it was clear that the first casualty caused by the Coronavirus for the
corporate bond market was the new issue calendar. Most if not all deals were canceled:
In the U.S., Wall Street banks recorded their third straight day without any high-grade bond offerings,
a rarity outside of holiday and seasonal slowdowns. European debt bankers had their first day of 2020
without a deal on Wednesday. And bond issuance in Asia, where the virus first emerged, has slowed
to a trickle.
Global Credit Markets Seizes Up As Coronavirus Halts Bond Sales – Bloomberg, February 26th, 2020

Delaying new deals isn’t so unusual for the corporate bond market, but the Coronavirus does beg a
critical question for some of the less creditworthy borrowers: How long will I have to wait?

Red Rain is Coming Down…
So, how bad was the week for US corporate bonds. Using the BondTiQ application we can visualize
the entire week of corporate bond trading activity (Feb 24th to Feb 28th):

From the looks of it, no portfolio was safe as the top 20 names by volume in each sector saw their
underlying bonds loose value. The only exception for the week was Mallinckrodt, a CCC- rated, a
generic drug manufacturer that agreed to settle an opioid lawsuit for $1.6 billion. Distressed bond
trading is weird...

If you can keep your head about you while all others are
losing theirs…(R.Kipling)
While the US corporate bond market certainly lost value, institutional investors were not panicking in
the slightest. If we examine institutional transactions (>=$1MM) for the entire week, buy-side clients
were net buyers of corporate bonds by a difference of almost $9 billion in notional volume:

This image illustrates why it is critical that corporate bond market data be included in the broader
discussion on financial market performance. While the stock market can be relied on for accurately
reflecting the present feelings of investors, the bond market articulates the longer term financial
market outlook. Undoubtedly, buy-side institutions treated last week as an opportunity to pick up
yield and were not dismayed by the Coronavirus.
There is even more evidence of market support when we look at the market on a sector and maturity
basis. For the week, long end (>=10yr), investment-grade Financials also had positive client flow,
especially for the top four issuers by volume:

Clients were net buyers of 13 out of the 16 most active issuers when looking at this section of the
market. Maybe they were pricing in what is already being predicted this week, a central bank rescue
plan to get markets back on track. Undoubtedly, this is a windfall for the banks, just like every other
QE initiative post-2008.

Darkness Cannot Drive Out Darkness; Only Light Can Do
That…(MLK)
One thing that all institutional corporate bond market participants know is that when volatility really
picks up, data is at a premium. The inability to quickly capture, organize and sift through TRACE data
leaves you reacting in an environment that presents meaningful opportunity. The browser-base
application that created these images/insights, BondTiQ, is the most powerful tool for leveraging
TRACE information. Let us help you get an edge.
If you are interested in a free trial for you and your desk, reach out to us at info@bondcliq.com.
-Chris White, BondCliQ CEO

